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Abstract

Classical artificial vision paradigms produce image sequences with a huge amount of redundant information that must be processed repetitively for extracting useful information for control or decision making. Nevertheless this is not the process that can be seen in biology. A biological retina, for example, continuously signals information changes through spikes to the visual cortex in the brain. This continuous flow of changes in the information allows the human brain to work with only 20W power despite the low speed neuron elements that it uses, and their output spike rate on the order of 10Hz - 100Hz. Since the birth of the concept of neuromorphic engineering in the 90’s, the development of VLSI circuits that mimic the retina, and then the circuits that take advantage of this new representation of the information, have grown and evolved especially in last 10 years. FPGA evolution has accompanied neuromorphic engineering progress and together they are improving the next steps of this philosophy of biological inspiration and mimicking. Today, new large-scale parallel hardware platforms with event-based NoC routing architectures like SpiNNaker, have appeared to support this new processing philosophy. These hardware evolutions are appearing at the same time as interest in the machine learning community in deep neural networks has been exploding and these parallel threads could soon come together. This tutorial will offer attendees (1) the possibility of learning about the principles of the Event-Based Dynamic Vision Sensor Silicon Retina and Event-Based Silicon Cochlea (2) how to take advantage of the output of these continuous flow of events towards a low latency and real time filter implementation for FPGA (like fast object detection and tracking), (3) the basis of functioning and implementation of an event-based convolutional deep networks and some practical applications for Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNet) on FPGA and (4) an overview of the SpiNNaker platform and robotic applications.
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